Official response to Tanya Peterson

We received my Legal Aid file back today.
I thought this file would of helped you to understand more clearly, where LSA Rotorua
have been asking Janet Mason for the interim reports on a regular basic, without my
knowledge, she hadn't been submitting them. This only came to my attention, when I requested
a copy from Legal Aid , Rotorua, about 3 months ago.
My researcher also went to LSA, Rotorua to retrieve his research papers. They said that his
Historic documents were attached to an other file that was sent to Wellington.
This second file that my researcher has tracked down in Wellington has just arrived.
On the very front page has Mike Doogans name on it dated the 13/1/2015, at this period of time,
he has been a High Court Judge in the Maori Land Court since the 12/12/2012. Please explain
where did the second file come from.
We sent you photos of our documents with dates, legislation been changed by Janet Mason,
with
wai 532 Treaty claims in draft format. If these documents don't prove fraud, maybe its time to
get
a new investigation unit, if you were doing your investigation correctly you would have
researched into
wai 532 and you will see that the lawyer that was representing that claim, was Pacific Law,
Janet Mason.
This claim had Discharged Soldiers Settlement Act 1915, along with Advancements.
Janet has never used D.S.S.A 1915, before 2011 in her Treaty claims." Where did she get the
data from."
On the 31/7/2015 I sent you my fathers signature, giving me total authority over these estates.
Janet has already had dad signed copy of a declaration of authority.
We have the High Court waiting on our appeal, to submit our paperwork, which refuses to
release.
This is misrepresentation under false pretences, Janet Mason has been withholding evidence
for our High Court appeal, where she is perverting the court of Justice.
Could you address this urgently.
Tanya Peterson
TP
Tanya Peterson
Mon 3/08/2015, 11:58 a.m.
You are talking about our appeal in High Court. It brings us back to our original complaint. How do we submit our arguing
points, when Janet Mason will not return our files. Can you explain why this has being put on hold, when we have e-mailed
you some documents,
Tanya Peterson
Thu 30/07/2015, 11:00 a.m.

When was this put in front of the court.
We have not received any documentation from your department, to confirm that this has been
place in front of the courts.
Still waiting for an apply on our original request.. 'Why has this request been passed on to your
department, when the concern lies with the Specialist Advisor and the Commissioner.'?
You are aware this is under the Official Information Act and the Privacy Act.
Look forward to your response.
Yours sincerely
Tanya Peterson
LASOpsSupport <LASOpsSupport@justice.govt.nz>
Thu 30/07/2015, 10:29 a.m.

Good morning Tanya,
Thank you for your email.

I note that we have addressed your concerns in previous correspondence. The matter is also before the
court so it is not appropriate or possible for us to assist you any further at this stage.
Regards,
Maria
Operations Support & Improvement team
Legal Aid Services | Legal & Operational Services
Office hours: 8am to 5pm Monday to Friday
www.justice.govt.nz
Tanya Peterson
Tue 28/07/2015, 4:17 p.m.

Thank you for the response, in regard to your email on the 27/7/2015 to justify a reasonable and
considered
response.
This falls short of our entire grievance.
You have still not justify or substantiated a full account from our own government
research documents, which substantiates
our existing case.
We perceive that this is an affront to the original acts from 1854 onwards.
We appreciate your efforts, but it is obvious that the neglect of the Discharged Soldiers
Claim has not been given due legal
recognition.
We would expect due diligence to follow.
Yours sincerely
Tanya Peterson
LASOpsSupport <LASOpsSupport@justice.govt.nz>
Mon 27/07/2015, 2:08 p.m.You

Good afternoon Ms Peterson
Please find attached an official response to your email of 8 July 2015.
Kind regards
Lesley
Operations Support & Improvement team
Legal Aid Services | Legal & Operational Services
Office hours: 8am to 5pm Monday to Friday
www.justice.govt.nz

